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1. working on my shit 7:21
2. precipitation on unknown event 8:52
3. seven voices 7:49
4. tradition 6:47
5. weirdywood 6:50
6. night crime 7:10
7. sennilega þarf te 4:51
8. san fil 4:37
9. flogging a dead horse 6:00
10. sing this when i'm gone 6:09
11. a ballad of stick and string 3:43





1. working on my shit

Recording of blackbirds singing in a park near 
Spitalfields, London 2015 and interrupted by teenage 
girls of unknown origin. Additional studio recordings
of Plumbutter through metallic resonator. 

2. precipitation of unknown event

Recording of rain inside a tent in Bexhill, East 
Sussex 2016. Improvisation recorded using double 
Plumbutter during event, golf buggy and birdsong 
intervention.

3. seven voices
 
 Response to a poem ‘Seven Voices in Amber’ by 
Hung-Chen Wang. London 2016





 4. tradition
 
 Wax cylinder recording from Smithsonian Institute
through a ridiculous chain of guitar pedals. London 
2016
 
5. weirdywood
 
 Live recording of dawn chorus through a 
Cocoquantus, a wood, East Sussex 2016. Additional 
recording of gong, same location.
 
6. night crime
 
 Recording of improvisation on double Plumbutter 
through metallic resonators, London 2015.
 





7. sennilega þarf te
 
 Improvisation on double Plumbutter, Sidrax and 
Tetrax. East Sussex 2016.
 
8. san fil
 
 Improvisation on Plumbutter, additional recordings
of Plumbutter through metallic resonator, East Sussex 

2016.
 
9. flogging a dead horse
 
 Recording of double Plumbutter through metallic 
resonators with additional intervention, London 2016.
 





10. sing this when I’m gone 
 
 Recording of double Plumbutter through metallic 
resonators, additional recordings of Sidrax through 
metallic resonators, wind tapping microphone cables 
against gong & roadsign. East Sussex 2016.
 
11.  a ballad of stick on string
 
 Recording of pencil hitting zither strings through 
guitar pedals, London 2016.
 





 axis                 noun
 pronounced       aksis 
 plural noun axes





definition - axis is a line along 
which a journey can be traced, a
central column, the backbone 
from which all hangs, a spinning 
body travelling around 
imagination, aksis of unreal lines,
the reality is axes, axes chop 
down trees, wood is where it’s at,
wire up wood, fire up wood.
 
 





this is an album of wood recordings
through metal gong. gong is a 
symbol, cymbolic signal, call to 
prayer, an indication of importance,
a call to war, pronouncer of peace, 
a resonant body.





photographs of rocks collected over 
80 years by Ljósbjörg Petra María 
whilst out walking with her children 
in Iceland.





these things are all connected, 
but only in my head 

- david bloor 2016
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